“I loved stepping out of my routine to experience a world of careers and skills, and meeting my most interesting friends at Benjamin Franklin Experience.”

Ever wanted to spend the day with an award-winning music producer?

Train in emergency medicine at Prisma Health simulation center?

• How about cooking with a nationally acclaimed chef?

• What if I told you that there is a team of environmental scientists who you will work with in a mountain stream.

• Excited to problem solve alongside turbine engineers from GE—ever thought you could do that?

YOU can do all of that and more.

See videos of BFE experiences at: https://www.franklinexperience.org/exp/
Get to know yourself more deeply than you imagined possible. Open your mind to futures that you never knew existed. Benjamin Franklin Experience is the opportunity of a lifetime. It’s up to you to come seize it.

“What I found really amazing about BFE is that I feel like I’ve known everyone here for a long time. It’s incredible how we’ve all become so close.”

BFE graduates earn a certificate of learning.

SUMMER 2019 COURSE SCHEDULE
Weekdays, 9:00 a.m. — 4:00 p.m.
Course 1: Monday, June 17 — Friday, June 28
Course 2: Monday, July 8 — Friday, July 19
Course 3: Monday, July 29 — Friday, August 9

APPLICATIONS HAVE 2-PARTS
Both a nomination and student application are required (either section may be submitted first).
https://www.franklinexperience.org/applynominate/

APPLICATION DEADLINE
Midnight APRIL 30, 2019

STUDENTS ARE CHOSEN SOLELY ON MERIT
Cost: $2,370
Need-based scholarships are available. Since BFE was founded, the financial requirements of EVERY chosen student have been met WITHOUT EXCEPTION.